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Abstract

We present a new approach to developing hybrid feedback policies for the control of systems with nonholonomic
constraints. We extend the idea of sequential composition and use it to to switch between controllers in a state based
manner, resulting in a globally convergent, pure feedback policy. Individual controllers in the palette are inspired
by variable constraint control. We solve a vision guided unicycle navigation problem and verify the result through
simulation and experiment. This technical report presents a detailed description of results published in [10].

1 Introduction

This paper proposes a framework for the construction of globally convergent purely feedback based controllers for
underactuated kinematic systems. To accomplish this, we combine two ideas that have recently been presented in the
literature. We use the idea of variable constraint control (VCC) [8, 9] to divide the problem into a natural sequence of
subproblems that can be solved via feedback control. We then use sequential composition [3] to connect a palette of
controllers and automatically orchestrate their switching to generate a globally convergent feedback policy.

To demonstrate this framework, we present a controller that solves the navigation problem for a unicycle-like robot
operating in a plane. Feedback for the controller is provided by a robot-mounted camera that measures the relative pose
between the robot and a fixed engineered landmark. The resulting system respects the constraint that the landmark
remain within the field of view of the robot-mounted camera at all times.

This work builds on ideas developed in the large body of work that exists in the field of controlling underactuated
systems. The core of that work focuses on the development of open loop steering strategies that generate desired motions
by creating sequences of piecewise constant inputs [12] and by using oscillatory inputs with carefully chosen phase
and frequency relationships [13, 16]. Brockett showed, early on, that it is not possible to stabilize an underactuated
system with a smooth, time invariant feedback controller [2]. However, a number of authors have found ways to
work around this fact by using time varying feedback [20], non-smooth feedback [21], exploiting singularities in the
workspace [1, 6], adding to the system state [15], and, as in the case of the previously mentioned variable constraint
control, a hybrid of continuous and discrete feedback [8, 17].

This paper is also related to recent work in visual servoing for mobile robot control. The idea of using sequential
composition for visual servoing tasks was introduced in [4] and further described in [5]. Examples that employ visual
servoing in the presence of nonholonomic constraints include [18, 7, 22]. Of particular relevance to this paper, [17]
describes a hybrid control strategy for a nonholonomic robot subject to additional constraints from limited camera field
of view.

The controller presented here exhibits a number of features which, taken together, distinguish it from the previous
work in the area. It is a pure feedback policy; the action taken by the robot at any time is based soley on the current robot
pose. No path is planned a priori and the controller requires no additional state. Both holonomic and nonholonomic
constraints are explicitly considered in the controller design. Most importantly, the use of sequential composition
provides a switching policy that, in the case where there is no sensor noise, guarantees an absence of undesirable
behaviors such as limit cycles, chattering, and oscillatory switching patterns.

2 Previous Work

2.1 Variable Constraint Control

The control strategy presented in this paper borrows conceptually from a recently introduced method of feedback
control for underactuated kinematic systems known as variable constraint control (VCC) [8]. In VCC, a submanifold
of the state space is found that contains the goal state and on which one of the nonintegrable constraints can be replaced
by an integrable constraint. The integrable constraint then induces a foliation of the submanifold with the leaves of the
foliation being the integral curves of the (now holonomic) constraint. The idea is then to identify the leaf on which the
goal state lies and then steer the system to that leaf. Once the leaf is reached, any control that holds the state on the
submanifold will also implicitly hold the state on the leaf, effectively reducing the dimension of the control problem.



This concept can then be iterated, successively driving to a sequence of manifolds of progressively lower dimension
until the goal state is reached.

While the idea of VCC is applicable to systems of general dimension, we focus on the case of small time locally
controllable (STLC) systems with three states and two inputs, both because VCC is easy to explain concretely for such
systems and because the unicycle robot addressed in this paper meets this description. Consider the STLC drift free
affine control system

q = gx (q)ui + g2(q)u2 = Bu,

with state q e IR3 and input u - [u\ u2]
T € IR2. Denote the goal state by qf. Since the system is underactuated,

it has an associated constraint that can be written in Pfaffian form as A(q)q — 0. Because the system is STLC, the
constraint is guaranteed to be nonintegrable, i.e. there does not exist any function / : IR 3 -» IR such that -^ — A(q).

The first step in the VCC synthesis process is to find a function H : IR3 -> IR that satisfies two properties:

1. H(qf) = 0,

2. there exists a set 'H - {q G lR3\H(q) = 0} and an integrable constraint A(q) such that

A(q)\n=A(q)

Given a suitable H, the next step requires creating a second function F : IR3 —> IR that satsifies two propeties:

2. F is an integral of A(q), i.e. §^ = A{q).

Finally construct a third function N : IR3 —> IR that also satisfies two conditions:

1. N(qf) = 0

2. N(q) must be independent of H and F, i.e. the gradient ^ p is linearly independent of ^ p and ̂  on the set

Note that because of the independence condition on Ar, qf is the unique point where H(q) — F(q) = N(q) — 0.
With H,F, and N in hand, the procedure for driving to the goal state is straightforward. First steer to the 2-dimensional
manifold defined by {q 6 IR3|F(^) = 0}. Practically, this can be achieved with a closed loop controller that forces F
toward zero. Then, holding F at zero, steer to the 1-dimensional manifold {q € IR3 |F(^) = H(q) — 0}. This can
be achieved via feedback control that forces both H and F toward zero simultaneously. Finally, hold H at zero, and
steer to N(q) — 0 with a closed loop controller that forces H and N toward zero. Note that in the last step F is not
explicitly controlled However, since F is an integral of A(q), F(q) will remain zero as long as H(q) is held at zero.
Thus the goal state is reached when AT reaches zero.

2.2 Sequential Composition

In contrast to traditional approaches to navigation problems of this class, we focus on the development of globally
(or at least essentially globally) convergent feedback strategies to accomplish the task. Since our task centers on
regulation of a system that exhibits a nonholonomic constraint we know that there does not exist such a policy that is
globally smooth [2], and we are resigned to using strategies that incorporate switching behavior. However, the policy
we propose utilizes a deterministic (state based) switching strategy to sequentially compose the individual controllers
and guarantees global convergence as a direct consequence of the stability properties of the underlying behaviors.

Specifically we rely on a generalization of the notion of sequential composition first proposed in [3] and applied to
more general systems in [11, 18, 19]. The notion underlying this scheme is to specify the control system in terms of
a collection of strategies and an associated selection (switching) scheme selects the active strategy based only on the
current state of the system. The result is a hybrid on-line control policy that, if properly deployed, makes use of the
entire collection of available controllers to systematically make progress toward a goal based on state.

2*3-3896



More formally, given a set of controllers, U — {3>i,..., 3>yv}, each with an associated goal, ()
It is presumed that under the action of 3>j any state that starts in !>($*) will be taken to G($i) without leaving the set
V($i). We then say that controller $i prepares controller <£2, denoted 3>i y 3>2> if its goal lies within the domain
of the second, 5(3>i) C V{^2) [3]. For an appropriately parameterized set of controllers, U, this relation induces a
generally cyclic directed graph. We assume that the overall goal Q is contained in the goal of at least one controller,
i.e. Q C Q($n). Then by starting with 3>n and recursively tracing the prepares relation backwards through the
corresponding graph, one arrives at the set of all controllers from whose domains the overall goal might be eventually
reached by switching between control policies. We denote this set Ug C U. This backwards trace induces a partial
order over the set of controllers and their domains that can be searched to produce a state based controller selection
strategy. In practice this is accomplished by searching the available controllers from highest to lowest priority until a
controller whose domain contains the state is found.

The component control strategies presented in Section 3.5 depart from this approach in that their domains are not
strictly speaking invariant and that their goal sets are no longer point attractors. Rather, we generalize the approach to
utilize goal sets that are full dimensional sets, and consider their domain to be the set of states that lead to entry of the
goal set. That is to say if x G U($i), then under the influence of 3>i, x will remain in V($i) until x G G{$i), giving
us a notion of conditional positive invariance until satisfaction of the goal condition.

VCC is distingushed from other hybrid control synthesis techniques in that it guarantees "nice" switching behaviors.
The invariance property of the individual control policies ensures that (in the absence of disturbances) that progress
through the induced graph will be monotonic towards the goal. This eliminates the possiblity of chattering, limit cycles,
and other oscillatory swtiching patterns often associated with hybrid control systems. This monotonic progression
through the graph also makes the convergence properties of the composite controller easy to understand: its domain will
be the union of the domains of all of the individual controllers: \J^eUg T> ($) . Thus we have available an "automatic"
method by which to guide the system from any state in this union of domains to the goal.

3 Unicycle Navigation

3.1 Measuring Robot Pose

To support feedback performance of the positioning task described in Section 1 we must provide a means for the robot
to measure its pose relative to some task frame. We accomplish this by endowing the robot with a camera system
and providing a fixed landmark (beacon) that can be observed from the robot. The specific beacon we utilize is a
known sized cube, with each face painted a different color. Utilizing a color camera the robot is able to measure the
relative pose between itself and this beacon from a single observation. The physical instantiation of this system has
been developed in our laboratory [14] and can effectively measure the six dimensional, SE(3), relative pose between
the cube and robot from a single observation. For the purposes of the this paper, the robot motion is restricted to the
plane, so we project the measurement into SE{2).

Figure 1: Unicycle coordinate system and camera configuration.

Note that there are some limitations on this type of sensor. Obviously, the landmark must be within the field of view
of the camera. Furthermore, the projection of the landmark onto the image plane must be large enough to enable an



accurate estimate of pose and small enough to fit within the image. These constraints induce an upper and lower bound
on the distance the robot can be from the landmark, denoted dm a x and dmin, respectively. Accordingly, it is convenient
to represent the pose of the robot in a kind of polar SE(2) coordinates with the origin located at the landmark, as
shown in Figure 1. The robot pose is denoted by q — [d <p rj\T, where (p is the bearing to the landmark from the
robot, and 77 is the bearing to the robot from the landmark, and

A - _ A ^ _ dmin + rfmax

where r is the distance between robot and landmark. The set of all such q is denoted Q.
If the camera is mounted so that the focal plane normal is aligned with x-axis in the robot frame, then the set of

robot poses from which pose can be measured, denoted ft 5, can be easily expressed as

ahL. We note that this formulation of both posewhere ipc < j is the field of view of the camera and D — ^
coordinates and the visible set ft 5 is very similar to the formulation proposed in [5].

3.2 Unicycle Kinematics

The kinematics of the unicycle robot in the coordinate systems described above are given by

d_

dt + 1X2, (1)

where the real valued control inputs u\ and 112 represent the robot forward and angular velocities, respectively.
The underlying no-sideways-slipping constraint can be written in Pfaffian form as A(q)q — 0, where

Now the problem this paper addresses can be clearly stated:

0 1

Problem 1 (Vision-Based Unicycle Navigation) Given a goal state qf — [df 0 0] G ft 5 and a tolerance e, find a
closed loop control policy u : ft 5 —> IR so that for any initital condition g(0) = qo E ft 5 and for some finite time tf,
the solution of Equation 1 under u satisfies

L For all t > tf, q(t) G B€(qf) = {qeQ\\\q- q ^ < e} .

2. q(t) G nsforallt>0.

The assumption that cpf and 77/ in qf are both zero is made for clarity of presentation. The technique presented in
this paper can be used for general qf, however the resulting complex expessions that result add a distracting level of
tedium. In practice, the assumption on qf does not reduce the generality of the problem anyway. Since the unicycle
kinematics do not rely explicitly on 77, goal states that have non-zero 7? / can be accomplished by defining a new, rotated
landmark frame in which the corresponding goal 77 is zero. And since the unicycle can turn in place, goal states that
have non-zero cpf can be achieved by independently driving (p to <pf after the goals for d and 77 have been achieved.

33 VCC Functions

Consider the choice H(q) = (p. Clearly H(qf) = 0, meeting the first requirement of H for VCC. Additionally

A(q)=A(q)\n = [0 0 1]



is integrable, so this choice of H is suitable. The function F(q) must satisfy both F(qf) — 0 and ^ = MQ)- B o t n

conditions are satisfied by the choice F(q) — rj. Finally, the function N(q) must be such that N(q f) — 0 and ^ must
be linearly independent from ^ = [0 1 0] and ^ = [0 0 1]. These conditions result in N(q) = d-df.

The strategy to drive q -> qf is to first drive F — r] close to zero, then drive H — <p close to zero while
simultaneously driving F closer to zero, then finally to drive N = d — df towards zero while simultaneously driving
H closer to zero. Recall that, because of the integrability of A(q), F should stay close to zero in the third step even
though it is not explicitly being controlled. In the following sections, controllers to execute each of these steps are
derived and then tied together using sequential composition to produce a solution to Problem 1. In the sequel, we will
not use the names H, F, and TV and will refer to them in terms of <p, 77, and d — df directly. We keep in mind though
that the procedure that follows applies to more general VCC functions as well.

3.4 Controller Preliminaries

Some of the following controllers use an input transformation to simplify their expression. Specifically, a new input v
is defined by

[ — COS0P 0 1 A n

sing , \U = B1U.
d+dmia

 l J

Note that the matrix B\ is invertible for q £ Q5. In terms of v, the unicycle kinematics become

(2)

" d '

_ V .
=

1
0

tan<i
- d+dmid .

Vl +
" 0 '

1
0

Hence the transformed inputs v 1 and v2 directly control d and (p, respectively.
We also define a norm-like function M that will be used to measure the magnitudes of d and <p relative to the

constraints D and (pc:

whenever M(q) < 1 +for some CM G (0, | ) . With this definition of M, we are guaranteed that q G
Finally, we define the sign function:

sign(a:) =
- 1 if x < 0,
0 if x = 0,
1 if x > 0.

3.5 Palette of Controllers
The controllers that will be used to solve Problem 1 are presented here. The behaviors that they produce when applied
to the unicycle kinematics of Equation 1 are stated and proven. In each of these declarations, the symbol 10 represents
the time at which that controller is invoked, and a subscript zero attached to a variable denotes the value of the variable
at£ = t0, eg. d0 = d(t0).

Controller $ 1 (drive (p away from zero) Suppose that (p0 = 0. Then the control

drives tp away from zero, i.e. for arbitrarily small time t > 0, <p(to + t) > 0.



Controller $ 2 (drive M \ 1) Consider the control

0

9 o = q(t0) G Hs satisfies ^ ^ 0 andM(q0) > 1, f/ien f/iere ex/ste some f/me T > t0 such that for any e > 0

7. |M(</(T)) - 1| < e

2. g(*) € flsforallte [to,T].

Proof: Under this control, cp is strictly monotonically decreasing and is driven to zero in finite time T\ and d and
7] do not change, which proves 2. Since q(T\) G Hs, then M(q(Ti)) < 1 + e M . If M(q(Ti)) > 1 - eM , then
|M(<?(Ti) - 1| < e M andT = T\. ElseM(^(Ti)) < 1, and since M {q0) > 1 there must be some T < 7\ where l . is
satisfied.

Controller $ 3 (drive M /^ 1) Consider the control

u — D^1v —

IfM(qo) < 1 and (p0 / 0, then there exists some time T > t0 such that for any e G (0, 6 M )

7. q(t) G Qsfarallt G [*0,T].

2. Either \r}{T)\ < e or \M(q(T)) - 1| < c.

To prove 1., simply note that

To prove 2., first note that

which means that the magnitude of (p is monotonically increasing for t > t0. Now

tano? . . N tanc/p
j

a m i d
a +

The quantity sign((p)tany? is greater than zero and strictly increasing and d -f dmid > 0, so there exists some time
T\ > t0 such that

\ri{Ti)\<e.

To evaluate the second possibility in 2. it is only necessary to consider t G [to, T\] since t > T\ implies that the first
possibility has already happened. Consider

nV \ dM dM 1 [ d

(4)

The second term on the right hand side is always positive and growing. To analyze the first term, first note that for
t G [£o> Ti], the signs of 77 and <̂  do not change. Since d is changing in the direction given by — sign(rjcp), d is always
moving in the same direction. Assume for now that T\ is sufficiently large so that the sign of has time to become the
same as — sign(rnp), and denote the time at which this happens by T2 . For t > T2, the first term becomes positive and



growing, guaranteeing the M is positive and growing. Again assuming that Ti is sufficiently large, there is then some
time T3 > t0 such that M(q(T3)) > 1 - e. Since T3 <Tl9 then T = T3 and \M(q(T) - 1| < e. By the definition of
T3, M(q{t)) < 1 -f eM for all i G [*0, T], which implies that g(i) G fts for all such t.

If the assumption that Tx is sufficiently large for M to reach one fails, then T — Tu and M = 1 - e was never
reached, which implies q(t) G fts for all t G [t0, T].

Controller $4 (drive 77 —» 0, M —> 1) Consider the control

u = B~_ R _ H - A ( M - l ) - s ign^)^ 1 I" d
-A(M - 1) J [ <p

There exists e G (0, EM) such that if\M(q0) — 1| < e, r/î n

1. There exists T > t0 such that \r](T)\ < 5 for any 5 > 0.

2. g(t) G Qsforallt G [to,T].

To begin the proof, note that substituting u into the unicycle kinematics yields a harmonic oscillator equation with
a nonlinear damping term:

—X(M — 1) —sign(ry) —
sign(^)^- — X(M — 1)

Define an error term e = M — 1. Then

e = M
dM dfo
dd du:

= - e ( M - e M ) -

Note that
M - eM = (M - 1) + 1 - eM > 1 - 2eM,

so M — CM is strictly positive provided €M < | . As a result, e converges exponentially to zero, which means that M
converges exponentially to one. 2. is then proven by noting that

a fact that can be proven easily by contradiction.
Now consider the oscillator phase

Differentiating yields

e = | r_rx



If we let R — v V 2 -f d2, so that (/?, 9) are polar coordinates in the d - ip plane, then we can write

R2cos29 , R2sin20

9 = D* V *
cos2(9 sin20

so 6 is a function of 6 alone. Now consider an undamped linear harmonic oscillator

du I _ [ 0 -sign(r;)^- 1 | du

Vu J " [ signlr?)^ 0 C J [ ̂

Following the process used for the damped oscillator, it is not difficult to verify that 9U — 9. So if we integrate the
damped and undamped oscillators starting from initial conditions [d0 ^o] T a nd [duo (puo]T> respectively, that are
in phase, then their solutions [d(t) <p(t)]T and [du (i) (pu (t)]

T remain in phase for all time. This idea, together with
the well know fact that the solution to the undamped oscillator Equation 7 starting from initial condition [do 0]T is

du(t) — d0cos(t-t0)

yields the following useful facts about the solution to the damped oscillator (f{t):

• there is a time TO such that ^(r0) = y?(ro + n) — 0

• under the assumption \M — 1| < e < CM,

^ |sin(t - r o ) | < \<p(t)\ < 9c \sin(t - r o) |

Now to prove 1. compute

— \r]\ = i}s\gn(rj)

-A(M — l ) ( )

Now

da

D\e

sin(.)tan (^^s in( . ) ) d, (8)

claim: 7sin2(t) < sin(£)tan(7sin(£))

To prove this draw a right triangle with angle 7sini, adjacent 1, opposite tan(7sint), and hypoteneuse y/l + tan2(7sini).



The result the follows from the definition of sin. As a result of this claim, we have

i / M i / M DXe (D-2e)2<p2
c r • 2/ u

iV^iJl < w o ) + ~; 7T —— / sin (cr)da
U ' LJ d In

- ^ "max

V^min

(9)

We can use the quadratic formula to show that F — 77 moves strictly towards zero every TT seconds so long as

e < r + D -

where

Controller $ 5 (drive (p —> 777sign(d)) Let 7 > 0 and consider the control law

0

For any e > 0 and qo G O5, there exists T > to such that

L KT)-77KT)sign(d(r))|<£.

2. //<?(T) G fts, thenqit) G ttsforallt G [*0,T].

Futher, ife< jF(qo)f then the final state q(T) will be such that any control that pushes 77 towards zero also pushes d
towards zero.

Under uy d and 77 are constant.
(p = u2 = - (if - 777sign((i)),

so if converges exponentially to 777sign(cf). 1. and 2. then follow directly from the definitions of 77 and ip.
To reduce 77, it is necessary that sign(77) = —sign(77). Substituting for 77 from the unicycle kinematics yields

. . . . / sinv?
sign(77) = sign — — ux

V« + «mid

= -signal).

So in order to make sign(7)) = —sign(77), it is required that sign(txi) = sign((^77). Now

sign(<i) = sign(—c
= -sign(v?7?).

So in order to have sign(c?) = —sign(rf), is is sufficient that —sign(<^77) = — sign(d), or sign(̂ ?77c?) = 1, which is
equivalent to saying that (p and 77c? have the same signs. This is guaranteed by the condition on e < 77/0.

Controller $ 6 (drive ip -> 0,77 ->> 0) Assume that sign(<^0) = sign(77o^o), \<Po\ < \, and \rjo\ < \. Consider the
control

where Xi > 1.7A2 > 0.
There exists a time £Safe(<7o) > 0̂ such that



1. for any t\ > Qande2 > 0, thereexistdi > 0andS2 > 0suchthatif\(po\ < <$i and\r]o\ < S2 then |</?(£Safe)| <
and \r)(tsafe)\ < e2.

2. ifq0 G fis, thenq(t) G Vis for all t G [to,i

Substituting u into the kinematics reveals that this control law is just the controller for the first stage of VCC,
meaning

-X2(f J '
So 7] and <p converge to zero exponentially. The proof can then be finished by showing that there is a strictly positive
tSafe. Under u,

• _ A2r/(d + dmid)

The signs of <p and rj do not change, and d + d m j d > dmin > 0, so d moves in the same direction for the duration
of the time that u is applied. The assumption sign(<£>) = s igned) together with the fact that ^ Mt=i0 ^ ^ implies
that d is moving toward zero at time to, so d can change by D and still have g G H^. If we can find and upper bound

, then we are guaranteed to stay in $}$ u n t i l a t least £safe = D/

Claim: j-t

Proof of claim:

— d = dsign(d)
dt

- - A 2 ( -
tanc/? sin

+ A2?72(d + d m i d ) - r + A2(d + dm i d)

+

It can be verified that < 1.2 if (p < | , so in order to show the claim we must show that

(10)

which is implied by

which is equivalent to

which is true for 77 < 0.5, and the claim is proven.

Since ft < 0, the maximum occurs at time t0, so

p + <Jmid)

and

dmid)

10



Controller $7 (drive <p -> 0, d -> d/) Consider the controller

sign(d — d

where A 2, A3 > 0.

lr?oI
"min

then

1. there exists T > t0 such that \\q(T) - qf \\oo < e for all t > T.

2. q(t) e nsforallt>0.

Substituting u into the unicycle kinematics reveals and

The derivatives of the absolute values are then

—cos(< )̂sign(d — df)

-A2
cos(y?)

\s(d-df)

£t\d-df\= dsign(d - df) = -

d-d/

For (p < (pc < TT/4 we have cos(c )̂ > 0, so both d — df and <p go monotonically toward zero with t. Because of this,
we can write

— \d-df\ < -cos(v?0)

and conclude that the time it takes d to reach df is at most

Since do — df appears in the denominator of ̂  \(p\, we are also guaranteed that <p reaches zero before T((po,do).
All that is left then is to show that \f](t)\ < e for all t < T((p0, do). Substituting u into the unicycle kinematics

yields
—simp

d +
-sign(d-d/)

dmin

This combined with the fact that r) — 0 when <p = 0 yields the required bound on F(t) for alH > 10:

Mt)\ < \etao\-

= ' ^ + d~~ '^° " d/)tan^°)l
< e.

3.6 Sequential Composition
The controllers presented in the previous section can be used to realize the VCC inspired behavior by sequentially
driving rj, (p, and (d — df) to zero. Specifically controllers $ i , $2, 3>3> and $4 can be applied to make 77 arbitrarily
small, then $ 5 and $6 can be applied to make <p arbitrarily small while holding rj small, and finally <I> 7 brings (d — df)
to zero while explicitly keeping <p small and implicitly keeping rj small. In this section, we use sequential composition
to carefully connect these controllers to create a global feedback controller that provably solves Problem 1.

11



Proposition 1 LetqfG Us ande > 0. Define 1 — {1,2,.. . ,7}. Consider the palette of controllers U — {3>,|j G 1}
defined in Section 3.5 together with goal sets G{$i) and domains '£>(<!•*) defined from highest to lowest priority:

- qf\ < e}

Z > ( * 7 ) = {qeil\\Ti\ + ^\(ddf)tim<p\<e} ( }

{ <min (/(e), |
2?($5) = {

M , ^ ) , <p / 0}

P(*4)U2?(*5)
Z>(*3) = {«?

where f(e) — |e2A2dmax ^^j h(e) — ie/^6€2dmax • Under this composition, there exists a T > to such that the
solution q(t) to the unicycle kinematics in Equation 1 for any initial condition q(to) G Qs satisfies \\q(t) — <?/||oo < £
for all t > T.

To prove this proposition, it suffices to show

1. The collection of domains cover the workspace, i.e. \JieX D($i) — ̂ s -

2. The goal set of the highest level controller is a subset of the overall goal set.

3. The domain of the highest level controller must be positive invariant.

and for each t ' G l

4. <&i reaches its goal set, i.e. for any initial condition q0 G V($i), there exists a finite T > t0 such that the solution
q(t) to the unicycle kinematics under the controller $ ; satisfies q(T) G G($i).

and for each i G X, i < 7

5. 3>i prepares a set of higher priority controllers, i.e. G($i) C Uj>i *D($j)-

6. V($i) is conditionally invariant under ^^, i.e. if q0 G T>($i) and T > t0 is the smallest time such that
q{T) G 5(^i), then q(t) G D ( ^ ) for all t G [0, T].

Condition 1 is trivially true because £>($i) = JI5. Condition 2 is true because the goal set is identical to
For Controllers $ 1 , $2, $3, and $4, conditions 4, 5, and 6 follow directly from the properties the controllers and the
definitions of the domains. We proceed to check conditions 4, 5, and 6 for each remaining controller.

Controller $ 5 : Conditions 4 and 6 follow from the properites of Controller $ 5 . To show condition 5, note that
\<p - 771 < Jf1 <£> \rj\ < 2 \tp\ < 3 |TJ|. Also, |T?| < 2/i(e) => \<p\ < h(e). As a result, (?($5) C X>(^6).

Controller $6« Condition 6 follows from the properties of Controller $Q. TO show condition 5 we use the fact
that |tan<p| < ^ for \(p\ < <pc < \ and the fact that \d- df\<2D to compute

W + ^ - \<p\ < e,
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Controlled Unicycle States, [df $( r|(] = [.5 0 0]

Controlled Unicycle Trajectory (M(c^)>

- • start configuration: %
Controler * 2

t=*38.81: 1=43.15 :
goal reached

1=35.6":
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Figure 2: This figure depicts the simulated unicycle trajectory for an initial condition q0 such that M(q0) > 1. The
sequential composition starts in Controller 3>2> then proceeds through <J>4, <J>5, and 3>7 before achieving the goal
condition of \\q(t) — q/\\ < e.

To show condition 4, first compute

i d )

D<p D

f andSo |r7o| < f e ^ ^ => |77(*safe)| < | r ? 0 | e " ^ ^
rfmin7T€

16D *

Controller $ 7 : Conditions 5 and 6 do not apply since # 7 is the highest priority controller. Condition 4 follows
directly from the properties of Controller <J>7. Condition 3 is all that is left to show. Define

and compute

As result, if Z(q0) < e, then Z(q(i)) < e for all time t > t0 and the set X>(<!>7) is invariant.

4 Results
The sequential composition stated in Proposition 1 was verified experimentation as well as numerical simulation using
MATLAB.

4.1 Simulation Results

The results of a sample simulation run are depicted in Figure 2. Note that the solution proceeds through a sequence of
controllers with monotonically increasing priority until successfully reaching a state in the goal set. The example also
exhibits opportunistic switching by skipping directly from $ 5 to <I>7 when the state enters
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Figure 3: The CMU Deminer robot used in the experiment (left) and cube stack used to measure robot pose (right).

4.2 Experimental Results

The controller presented here was tested experimentally using the CMU Deminer (Figure 3), a differentially steered
wheeled mobile robot that is modelled quite well by the unicycle kinematics of Equation 1. The robot was equipped
with a forward facing color camera. An engineered landmark was constructed using two of the cubes described in
Section 3.1. The cubes were stacked vertically as shown in Figure 3. In order to determine the pose relative to a cube,
three faces of the cube must be visible. Due to perspective issues, the workspace around a single cube will contain
many "blind spots" where only two faces are visible. To deal with this, the top cube was rotated relative to the bottom
cube (about the vertical axis) so that blind spots of the two cubes do not overlap. The camera-cube combination was
able to provide the full SE(2) pose of the robot in polar coordinates at a rate of about 8 Hz. The resulting experimental
set-up was very similar to the schematic shown in Figure 1.

In order to better handle sensor noise, the sequential composition stated in Proposition 1 was modified slightly
by adding hysteresis. At each time step, the domain of the controller that was active in the previous step is enlarged
slightly. This enlargement is accomplished practically by adding positive constants to larger side of the test inequality,
for example |7?| < /(e) would be replaced by |r?| < / (e) + C for some C > 0. Admittedly, this violates our claim that
the controller has no added state since the sequential composition must remember which controller was invoked last.
However, the amount of state added is small and the performance gains in the presence of sensor noise are worth the
compromise.

The experiments were run with a goal state qf — [0 0 0]T . The tolerance used was e = 0.06, which turns out
to be around the smallest value that exhibited reliable switching behavior given the amount of noise present in the
measurements. The bounds on the workspace were chosen to be dmin = 2 meters, dmax = 3 meters, resulting in
D — 0.5 meters. The field of view constraint was chosen to be (pc — 0.25 radians. The starting position for the robot
was chosen to have rj0 at about 2 radians while d0 and (p0 were chosen somewhat randomly. From the starting position,
the sequential compostion was started and allowed to run until the goal was reached or until the camera lost sight of
the landmark. The experiment was repeated 10 times, and the goal was successfully reached in 9 of the experiments.
The single observed failure occured when the vision software failed to track the cube for an extended period of time.
Data collected from one of the successful runs is shown in Figure 4. Note that the controllers invoked do not proceed
monotically due to sensor noise. Still, the goal is reached using a reasonably small number of switches.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have extended the idea of sequential composition so that it can be applied to the control of underactuated
systems. Starting with the notion of variable constraint control, we identified a sequence of desireable behaviors, found
closed loop controllers to implement them, and finally tied them together to create a globally convergent feedback
controller for vision based unicycle navigation.
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CMU Deminer Robot Trajectory
Controlled Unicyde States, [df <t>( n(] = [-5 0 0]

start configuration:
Controller <t>

290 300 310

Figure 4: This figure depicts the trajectory of the CMU Deminer robot under sequential composition control. The
figure on the left shows the trajectory of the robot in the plane, while the figure on the right shows the evolution of d,
(p, and 77. The sequential composition starts in Controller 3>2> then proceeds through $ 3 , <f>4, $7, back to $3 , then to
$4 and $7 before achieving the goal condition of \\q(t) — q/\\ < e — 0.06.

Future work will proceed in two directions. First, we would like to advance the theoretical ideas presented in this
paper so that they can be applied to more general underactuated systems. Our main efforts here will focus on a search
for a automated method of generating the subtasks (sequence of manifolds) that can be used to identify the necessary
palette of controllers. We will also seek more systematic methods of deriving the individual controllers in the palette.
Some aspects of the controllers in this paper exploited special properties of the unicycle, for example its ability to
turn in place. However, some of the properties we used are more general than they appear. For example, for a three
dimensional system, it will always be possible to hold H constant and vary F, or hold F constant and vary H, so long
as H ^ 0. We will seek to identify and exploit these types of properties to produce a more general result.
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